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Discussion nsfw

This will be my last post here and I want to thank everybody from the bottom of my heart, for helping me

out with the many questions I had.

I now just accepted that I will never have a doll, because I am physically disabled and literally also not able

to generate more income. Have been trying since 2017 to get a doll and to up my income, but I am also

burned out trying, I have no more energy left. Even the spread payment of which I thought would work, is

not an option anymore. So this post is not about that and you don't have to feel sorry for my situation, but

it is this what lead up to me thinking:

Why is there no (semi) realistic doll that is specifically designed to cuddle?🫤

Sexdolls are made to have sex with and they are designed around that purpose. But there are literally no

other reaslistic human female dolls in any other form. It really irritates me that there isn't a special

manufacturer doing this. I see either sex dolls, action figures or anything in between.

There are so many lonely people needing a cute cuddle companion. Something like a few baseline face

models, skin colors, hight and body variations to choose from, or some different races of pre-made dolls

but for cuddling. If they would be the same quality and detailed just like sex dolls, but maybe a little more

downgraded, they would also be less controversial, cheaper to produce, have a bigger audience to sell to

and much more.

People underestimate romance and being able to hold something you are attracted to. And I'm not even

asking for all that much. Just some sort of cuddle buddy that is at least not a blow up inflatable beachball

doll. But just something that resembles another adult human that I find cute and can fall asleep with.

Anyways that is my rant..
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Posted by u/areothevacuumhose 1 day ago 
Why are there no dolls especially made for cuddling

Comment as NoidoDev

Search comments

NoidoDev · just now

These are called anime pillows: https://www.animepillowshop.com/shop/

Okay, of course not exactly what you're looking for.

1  Reply Share  

flemtone · 1 day ago

There are fabric dolls available for cuddling but they look nowhere near as good as the tpe/silicone

ones.

23  Reply Share  

areothevacuumhose OP · 23 hr. ago

I couldn't find decent sized adult looking fabric dolls though, maybe I looked at the wrong place.

Where did you find them?

And yeah, Silicone would be better

3  Reply Share  

xtheinvisiblehandx · 15 hr. ago

Here is a list of a bunch of plush / fabric doll makers of all kinds

https://www.reddit.com/r/Plushophile/comments/16mrxnf/making_a_list_of_all_nsfw_plush_do

ll/

3  Reply Share  

areothevacuumhose OP · 15 hr. ago

This is very interesting and I will check it out. Thank you a bunch

1  Reply Share  

CoyRogers · 23 hr. ago

ToyDemon has some very nice fabric toys, i have a torso from them and its perfect pillow to

keep in bed to hug and cuddle with

2  Reply Share  

CoyRogers · 23 hr. ago

https://toydemon.com/

2  Reply Share  

areothevacuumhose OP · 22 hr. ago

Glad the torso works for you! 🤗

1  Reply Share  

flemtone · 23 hr. ago

https://cloudclimax.co.uk/product-category/luxury-sex-dolls/fabric-sex-dolls/

1  Reply Share  

areothevacuumhose OP · 23 hr. ago

Ooooh the teddybabes.. I knew about them already but thanks for sharing

1  Reply Share  

cheapthrillsdoll · 20 hr. ago

It’s unfortunate you came to this conclusion. Personally, I found having “something” was incredibly

beneficial over nothing.

Consider something in your budget. It won’t check all the boxes, but it’s a start. Starting is always

better than piddling.

8  Reply Share  

areothevacuumhose OP · 19 hr. ago · edited 19 hr. ago

I do agree with you, but I am neurologically disabled, which means that touch, sound, light and

whatever 'sensory' processing for my body is already messed up. My body is like a 'stupid' car that

needs excessive amounts of fuel to function because of understimulation.

I tried so much less expensive options over the years which have never worked. I know that on the

internet, people don't know me as a person and I might sound unthankful. Unfortunately I can't

make more of it. I am on a lot of supplementation/medication already to help kickstart everything.

I can't get any satisfaction from cuddling with something I am not attracted to or find cute in

some way. And I know I'm not the only one on the planet that has this issue..

5  Reply Share  

cheapthrillsdoll · 16 hr. ago

Ic.. I do admire the persistence!

Do you mind sharing a link or photo of a doll which is the closest to meeting your needs?

2  Reply Share  

Dark_Krafter · 18 hr. ago

Cant wait til the sex dolls can cuddle u back

7  Reply Share  

NoidoDev · just now

Some enthusiasts are working on this.

1  Reply Share  

areothevacuumhose OP · 18 hr. ago

That would be great!!!

3  Reply Share  

Dark_Krafter · 18 hr. ago

I had hoped that by nouw the sex dolls could walk around and do basic tasks Like cuddeling

leaning against you on the coutch Kook meals 🤤

1  Reply Share  

areothevacuumhose OP · 18 hr. ago

Haha ach ach, cooking meals is not safe for the doll haha it cab burn the silicone!😂 we

have to be careful

1  Reply Share  

Dark_Krafter · 18 hr. ago

U havent seen one of my meals Im not good in the kitchen I make water burn so to say

2  Reply Share  

areothevacuumhose OP · 18 hr. ago

Aaah jup I understand what you mean :/ Well let's hope for that cooking doll in the

future then

2  Reply Share  

Joroda · 13 hr. ago

If you fancy a doll strictly for cuddling, you can fabricate your own (modern day) dame de voyage by

stuffing a body shaper and putting some comfortable clothes on her, probably better for that specific

purpose than anything you can buy.

3  Reply Share  

areothevacuumhose OP · 6 hr. ago

That's a nice idea, but I need her to have a cute face. I can't sculpt a face

2  Reply Share  

Joroda · 3 hr. ago

That's the toughest part no doubt, but I bet it can be done with a few layers of fabric, some hot

glue or super glue, and order some anime eyes and a whole lot of patience.

2  Reply Share  

areothevacuumhose OP · 59 min. ago

This is something that is a thing for creative crafting people haha

1  Reply Share  

Lucky_Context · 12 hr. ago

1. I hope you get whatever help you need. not being able to afford a doll for 6 years must mean

you got it rough. some dolls are under 1000. but yeah, i hope you can find support

2. all dolls are made for cuddling. all of them. but especially fabric or tpe, like a teddy babe ?

3. also, if its really just about cuddling, why do you need do many custom options, i never thought

cuddling was about hotness or attraction but rather safety and comfort, you dont need to be

hot or custom to be safe.

4. i really feel like if you could afford the doll you wanted this wouldn't be an issue for you, but

5. really hope you find the support you need.

6. good luck!

4  Reply Share  

areothevacuumhose OP · 6 hr. ago

Thank you for all the words💚.. yeah the thing is, I am specifically looking for the butterflies in my

stomach effect, when I find something to be cute and attractive. I hate my disabled body in the

sense that the butterfly overload is the only thing that still helps.

I have tried so many things for years on end, asmr, medication, other normal plushies I had no

attraction to, changing diet a ton of times, background music and ambiances, not being ok my

phone before sleeping, being on my phone with a game before sleeping (works better) and a ton

of things more. I just can't get calm because my body doesn't respond to it and people even get

irritated when I tell my story. At one point I was so fucking done that I wrote a book how

practically living with neurological disability works. That came out in 2022

Back to the topic, The only thing I look for in a doll is cute face and implanted hair. I have seen

dolls here like for example the 'Dutchdoll' that are actually perfect for what I am searching for.

Only €900-€1100 But the doll is basically bald and a wig takes all the butterflies away. I have

nothing against bald people, though hair is something that attracts me to a woman. And I am not

a hypocrite in this because I myself was balding early 2022 and got rejected by a lady that wanted

a partner with hair. That was a totally fair situation because she also loved hair in general it

seemed.

I really don't mean to come off as arrogant or have to high of a standard but I also respect

people's prefrences

3  Reply Share  

Lucky_Context · 1 hr. ago · edited 24 min. ago

Deleted since I made assumptions about the op

1  Reply Share  

areothevacuumhose OP · 1 hr. ago

To be honest, I respect all your words bur we are not on the same page here. Many things

you assume about me are incorrect.

Acceptance and love are also two different things.

But still thanks for your words bexause we can always learn from each other. I have no

energy to go in to further discussion cause it will lead to nowhere because we'll probably

disagree

I mean no harm and disrespect.

I will never ever accept how life and nature works om this planet. Because it is not only

about me, but look at other people who are born with disabilities and fucked up functioning

they did not choose for. Being born in a reality and having no control over being able to

improve the situation to save myself and others from uneccesary suffering during the day?

No thanks.

Acceptance is overrated. I wish I was a normal person with a nornal functioning body, being

able to work from 9 till 7 and not even flinch. I would not even be on this forum if that were

the case.

1  Reply Share  

Lucky_Context · 32 min. ago

Assumptions are often wrong. My bad. But maybe you don’t understand what I mean by

acceptance. Accepting doesn’t mean you like it. Either way. I know that life isn’t fair. And

it sucks. A lot. I’m not saying life is fair. But hating life, makes a already hard life harder.

But you know this.

I tried to give practical advice to help you with your touch needs, but you can reject all of

that too.

Good luck.

1  Reply Share  

Ok_Television_990 · 20 hr. ago

I totally agree to you. Some doll makers focus more on companion then sex like for example Gynoid

but they are very very expensive.

3  Reply Share  

areothevacuumhose OP · 19 hr. ago

I have not checked Gynoid out. Thanms for mentioning

1  Reply Share  

SpaceNinjaDino · 19 hr. ago

You are totally right that these types of dolls are missing from the marketplace. Heck even the $400

heads aren't realistic when you get close. I have one $1200 head that looks realistic, but I can't even

touch her. The oil paint never cured (sticky), no oral cavity, as hard as a suv rubber tire, and seems

delicate with the implanted hair. In either case these heads and bodies are very heavy.

The fabric dolls are a joke (no offense to owners, they are just not realistic at all).

4  Reply Share  

areothevacuumhose OP · 19 hr. ago

Aaaah thank you for telling me all that. Yeah I think its sad that the really detailed heads are

limited in their movement and 'touchyness' for the lack of better words..

Though I have to say in my personal opinion that I also like the less expensive heads as long as

the face is cute, I can work with anything that has implanted hair.

I think that a cuddle doll for many, wouldn't be too complicated to make, but it's more of the

missing market for it..

2  Reply Share  

SpaceNinjaDino · 12 hr. ago

I don't think there is a missing market at all. I've bought many sex dolls and toys, but I stopped

because the things I want are not on the marketplace. Like you can buy full life casted legs, but

you can't buy full arms. You can get hands just past the wrist. That was one of my cuddle

dreams: a full silicone arm detached. One silicone doll manufacturer had removable arms for

their early models, but they would not sell me an arm. Only to full body owners who could

show proof of a damaged arm in need of replacement. I didn't like the rest of the model, was

~$6000, and had poor reviews.

That's just one example of a missing product in the marketplace. I don't think it's less of a niche

than silicone hands, and those are plentiful.

Designers should give up on making models by hand. Life casting and 3D scanning is the only

way to capture something authentic. RealDoll once asked which porn stars they should do after

vivid, and they failed to follow up with anything. Instead all the manufacturers are trying to

jump on the robotic AI and none see that they skipped the step of making a very realistic (and

light weight) doll first.

So I've been researching how I can make my own products since 2019, but haven't been able to

do anything yet because of lack of time and space. I'm working on trying to fix that while

between jobs.

2  Reply Share  

areothevacuumhose OP · 6 hr. ago

Wow, I respect and admire your dedication and involvement in the doll community! I

sincerely hope you will be able to make your own products one day.

And I totally understand. What is it you wanted to do with the arm? Do you mean just an

arm for cuddling? That sounds cool though.

I do think the silicone legs and feet are there to sell seperately, because many have a legs

and footfetish and arm+hand seems to be less common..

You sound like a driven and innovative person though

1  Reply Share  

EggFamiliar3593 · 18 hr. ago

Search for valentina girls, those are the best 😊

3  Reply Share  

areothevacuumhose OP · 18 hr. ago

I never heard of them before! I have to say that their realistic face options look way more like

actual humans than Teddy babes do.

Lol this is nice, thanks for pointing it out. For plush I definitely agree that these are the best.

Unfortunately no implanted hair also but still nice

2  Reply Share  

whatwebsweweave1 · 15 hr. ago

https://www.mbuso.top/ProductDetail.aspx?iid=422900951&pr=39.88

2  Reply Share  

areothevacuumhose OP · 6 hr. ago

I can't open the link, what is it? :)

1  Reply Share  

Otaku_taco · 13 hr. ago

I have a doll now but before that, I really enjoyed cuddling with a dakimakura. Still do in fact, I cuddle

with the doll half the night and the daki the other half.

2  Reply Share  

areothevacuumhose OP · 6 hr. ago

That sounds adorable and I am glad it helps!!

1  Reply Share  

Kichan25 · 12 hr. ago

You asked for alot of things that cant exist with eachother

“Same quality…” “…but downgraded” “…less controversial…” you gotta pick one my boy

2  Reply Share  

areothevacuumhose OP · 6 hr. ago

Actually they can :)

Quality material wise they could be that same, but less features like no vaginal and anus insert.

And I also don't need realistic nipples because she will be covered in clothes anyways. The

skeleton also doesn't have to be that advanced, only for some cuddling positions. I also don't care

if it literally looks like 'a doll' as long as it has the realistic face shape and proportions of an adult

human female. So a downgrade would also be, no fancy skin details that we see on high end dolls.

1  Reply Share  

Kichan25 · 12 hr. ago

Also have you tried looking at a used doll? Since you dont want it for sex? The price is pretty low on

em too!

Whats your budget?

2  Reply Share  

areothevacuumhose OP · 5 hr. ago

I will check out used dolls, thank you. I just don't know a place yet here in my country that sells

them. Right now I gave up, had a lot of bills and medical expenses lately so I am back to zero,

budget wise.. for now so just going to look around again

1  Reply Share  

ACLU_EvilPatriarchy · 5 hr. ago · edited 5 hr. ago

You can get anybody's used WM 100 cm 30 lb TPE sexdoll they paid 800 dollars years ago new for

$200-$300 used. Half a dozen years back before COVID half of the TPE sexdolls sold were WM 100 cm

types and knock offs of them. There is a ton of those things floating around.

2  Reply Share  

ACLU_EvilPatriarchy · 5 hr. ago

Used Teddy Babes would sell for $250. Anime fabric dolls that look more human are harder to find

used and cost new $600 to $1200. Latex covered foam dolls weigh not much more than10 lbs such

as Harumi and have coat hanger wire skeletons and cost about the same as fabric dolls but are

hard to find.

2  Reply Share  

areothevacuumhose OP · 5 hr. ago

Wow you always give so much interesting tips!! Thank you so much❤🎉

1  Reply Share  

ACLU_EvilPatriarchy · 5 hr. ago

Realdoll used to offer the loose joints option for bed cuddle dolls... It is a thing.

2  Reply Share  

areothevacuumhose OP · 5 hr. ago

I will look what the options are for shipping them to my country, it seems that here there is no

used doll vendor

1  Reply Share  

NDjdjjjjdj · 19 hr. ago

You’re looking for Teddy Babes?

1  Reply Share  

areothevacuumhose OP · 18 hr. ago

Actually I wish there were non-sexual use silicone dolls :(

1  Reply Share  

NDjdjjjjdj · 18 hr. ago

Probably is out there but difficult to find…

2  Reply Share  

areothevacuumhose OP · 18 hr. ago

I agree.. have you seen them by any chance?

1  Reply Share  

NDjdjjjjdj · 18 hr. ago

Only ones made accidentally or as a con!

2  Reply Share  

areothevacuumhose OP · 18 hr. ago

Ahhh!

1  Reply Share  
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